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InIntrodtroducuctitionon

During the summer of 2015, I made a new friend named
Ms. Bea, who I met at a hotel in Ixatapa, Mexico. She
was confidently speaking fluent Spanish to other guests,
unabashedly animated, and she was wearing a stunning,
bright coral blouse. Not soon after I noticed her
confidence, she sauntered over and asked me about myself.
The conversation we had changed my life.

At ninety-eight, she was a retired scientist who worked
until she was eighty at the New York Academy of Sciences.
An avid traveller, she had chased solar eclipses
throughout the years, explored rivers and railways across
the world, and spent her summers studying at Oxford
University. She’d visited every continent, and more than
eighty-five countries. I was in awe of her willingness to
travel alone. Her two children and husband had all
preceded her in death. Her daughter’s death was more
recent, and she shared with me how, at the age of ninety-
three, losing her sixty-five-year-old child had been
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especially difficult, but she had still chosen to keep going,
to continue living. The more we chatted, the more
inspired I became by her passion and zeal for her life. With
her one-hundredth birthday not too far away, not only
does she have her next trip planned, she has her next
several trips planned. “Live your life on your terms,” she
said to me at the end of our first conversation. We’ve since
had many more.

NNot oot onlnly be py be prreessent but embent but embrraacce eae eacch mh moommentent——

even teven the the tougough oh onneess—wit—with inth intentioention.n.

Ms. Bea is an example of someone who has decided to
seize her life. To not only be present but to embrace each
moment—even the tough ones—with intention. We are
often so consumed with planning our lives that we often
forget to live our lives. And let’s face it, many of us
complicate our lives with procrastination, hesitation, and
fear. I believe that Carpe Diem-ing, or Seizing the Day
begins with the decision to seize the moment. How do
we do that? We miss an infinite number of moments that
simply slide by each day. Ever notice how quickly
moments become days, days become years, and years
become decades? We have a choice, at any time, to
recognize the distinctness of our moments—even the dull
ones.

IIn every mn every moommentent, t, therhere is a poe is a posssibsibilityility..

Introduction
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Most people think Carpe Diem is about grandiose
experiences, buying expensive toys or taking fabulous
vacations. It isn’t. To seize your life means deciding to
live in the present, and to make the most of every day.
After all, tomorrow is not promised. Your adventure is
happening right in front of you. When you live Carpe
Diem, you stand firmly in the adventure of today, while
remaining empowered for the divine fortune you know
awaits you tomorrow.

This book will share my principles on how to expect,
attract, and receive all that life yearns to offer you. That’s
right. A Carpe Diem mindset doesn’t believe in earned
blessings that are beyond your reach if you aren’t perfect,
or if you’ve suffered severely in your past. A Carpe Diem
mindset accepts that the Universe is seeking, longing for,
and designing your best. You cannot carry fear or regret
in your heart, and also seize abundance. Missed
opportunities and mediocrity are only a few hurdles
standing between you and the gift of Carpe Diem. By the
end of this book, I believe that you’ll not only be ready to
live authentically, but to seize all that your heart desires.

Introduction
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1

BELIEVE,BELIEVE, TRTRUSTUST,, ANDAND HAHAVEVE
FFAITHAITH

You get in life what you have the courage to ask for. –Oprah

Winfrey

Oprah, my self-proclaimed aunt, is someone I’ve always
wanted to meet. I admire her tenacity, and, growing up, I
watched her show every day. Once I declared that I would
meet Oprah, I journaled what I might ask her, not if, but
when, I met her. I believed that one day my dream would
come true. In 2002, I visited the Oprah show for the first
time, and was one of those fans who hung on the railing to
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shake her hand as she made her way to the stage. I’ll never
forget it because it was a show where Oprah was raising
money for nonprofits. The show was powerful, and it left
the audience in tears, and me more inspired than ever. I
knew in my heart that I would see her again someday.

Ten years later, after I was laid off from a corporate sales
job, I found myself in a state of uncertainty, but I was ready
to create the next chapter of my life. On a whim, after
connecting with Oprah on social media, and admiring her
from afar, I requested tickets for one of her Lifeclass
shows. I thought I was dreaming when at the close of
the show, Oprah asked, “Where’s Carpe Diem? Where’s
Jasmine?” I nearly fell out of my chair. Was Oprah
referring to me? I raised my arms and frantically screamed,
“I’m here!” and Oprah responded, “I’ll see you backstage.”

“Did Oprah just invite me backstage?” Yes, she did. I had
an instant sense that the Universe had gifted me an
opportunity to know without a doubt that my intention
was heard. I met Oprah backstage a few minutes later. We
embraced as if we were friends who hadn’t seen each other
in ages. This moment was not only a dream, but a want

come true. I was nervous, but I had always known this
moment would come, that I would be speaking to Oprah
one-on-one.

Two months after that meeting with Oprah, I had the
opportunity to meet up with her for lunch. We have since
connected several more times, and she recently gifted me
a copy of her book, What I Know for Sure, with this

Jasmine Brett Stringer
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inscription: Jasmine, carpe diem indeed. Blessings in your life.

Thank you for your unwavering support and being a carrier of

the light. For me, my relationship with Oprah was symbolic
of something deeper.

RRemememberember: if y: if you waou want snt soommetethinghing,,

ttherhere’e’s ns no hao harm in drm in dececlalaring tring that yhat you waou want itnt it..

There is power in want. What are some of the things you
would love to see happen in your life? I love the line from
Paulo Coelho’s, Alchemist, “And, when you want
something, all the universe conspires in helping you to
achieve it.” Remember: if you want something, there’s no
harm in declaring that you want it. In fact, the real harm
is in not acknowledging what you want it in the first place.
You might be asking yourself, “What if I don’t get what
I want?” or “I know what I want—but is it reasonable?”
Without faith, an intention or desire doesn’t have a
chance. Your faith is not only powerful; it pours fuel into
what has already been promised to you. Oprah is a
remarkable soul I was destined to meet. Sure life throws us
surprises. Often, however, we’re the ones in our way.

WWhenhen yyouou wawantnt ssoommetethinghing,, rreellententlleessssllyy ddeesirsiree itit witwithouthout apoapolloogygy oorr

ffeaearr,,

eesspeciallpeciallyy ifif itit alignsaligns witwithh yyouourr pupurrpopossee,, aanndd pprroopepelsls yyouou

ffoorwarwarrd.d.

CCaarpe Dirpe Diem Guiem Guiddeelinlines toes to BeBelilieevvee, T, Trust, anrust, and Had Havve Fe Faiaith:th:

Seize Your Life
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• Reflect regularly on your goals, and how you can bring
them to fruition?

• Connect with your inner-child—the you you were
before pragmatism told you what was safe to want.
What were those desires?

• Make a list of five specific things that you want to
happen in the next thirty days. Revisit your list
regularly, and also add to it. Put a checkmark next to
intentions as they become realities.

Jasmine Brett Stringer
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2

BEBE PREPPREPAREDARED

Ask for what you want and be prepared to get it. –Maya Angelou

Seizing opportunities as they present themselves
requires preparation. And not the intense over-thinking
and obsessive planning that makes many of us feel like we
are drowning. Preparation is simply being ready.

BefBefoorre ye youour nr neext oxt opppoporturtunity cnity coommees ks knnocockingking,,

bebe rreaeaddyy ttoo sspprintrint tthhrrougoughh tthehe ddoooorr witwithh allall tthehe ttoooolsls aanndd

rreessouourrcceess

atat tthehe rreaeaddyy ttoo makmakee tthehe oopppoporturtunitynity nnotot oonlnlyy poposssibsibllee,, butbut

affirmingaffirming..
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During my freshman year, out of the blue I was invited
to travel to Europe with the president of my alma mater
and his wife. It was an opportunity to travel the steps of
John Wesley, an eighteenth-century theologian
responsible for the creation of the Methodist church. Our
university president happened to know that I was a
practicing Methodist, and so I suddenly had a tremendous
experience placed in my path. In this instance, being
prepared simply meant having a passport, which I had
because I knew that travel was important to me.

I’ve met so many people who have put traveling at the
top of their bucket lists, and yet, they don’t have a
passport, which by the way, is a phenomenon I’ve
observed mostly in the United States. I can tell you from
experience that you never know when a cheap ticket may
show up to take you to one of your dream destinations.

You’ve probably brushed up against a marvelous
opportunity simply by being at the right place at the right
time, right? Well, I don’t believe moments like those
happen by accident. When an extra concert ticket
suddenly becomes available, you’re placed in first class
after purchasing a coach ticket (real story), an offer for the
perfect job position falls in your lap—this is evidence of
how the universe wants to offer you the best that life has
to offer. However, it’ll be more rewarding for you, if when
an opportunity presents itself, you’re already positioned
to receive it. The power of Carpe Diem is the expectation

Jasmine Brett Stringer
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that good things will always come your way. Be prepared
when they do.

TTimime ae annd cd chahanncce hape happen tpen to us all, ao us all, annd td the khe key is being pey is being prreepaparreded

wwhen yhen youour timr time ae annd cd chahanncce ce coommeess..

CCaarpe Dirpe Diem Guiem Guiddeelinlines to Be Pes to Be Prerepaparedred

• Ask yourself, “Am I prepared for the surprises, gifts,
and opportunities that come my way?”

• Make a list of what you need to become more prepared
for when your dreams come true (i.e. if you want to
travel internationally, get a passport; if you want a new
job, upgrade your résumé; if you have dreams of
starting a business, create a business plan).

• Reflect on how well prepared you were the last time an
opportunity came your way. What might you do
differently next time?

Seize Your Life
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3

FULLFULLYY ENGAENGAGEGE

You need to let the little things that would ordinarily bore you,

suddenly thrill you. –Andy Warhol

My mom used to tell me: whenever you do something,
do it right. For some of us, “good enough” is merely
getting it done. Think about it. How many times
throughout your day are you juggling multiple tasks, and
are so intent on completing all of them that you’re
jumping from one thing to the next, and simply going
through the motions? In reality, it’s not practical to be one
hundred percent engrossed in everything required of us;
but when I really started to think about it, I realized there
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were more things I should be fully engaged with—things
I simply wasn’t giving ample attention. For instance, I
noticed that at dinner parties, I was prone to check my
smartphone for emails that I felt needed an instant
response, instead of enjoying an outing with a friend. I
often allowed my mind to wander, contemplating the next
appointment on my calendar, and how to make it there on
time. I realized that seizing my life meant releasing myself
from the pressure of maximum productivity, especially if I
couldn’t be fully engaged while being productive.

Now, I make a point to fully engage wherever I am. If
I’m at the airport, it’s not unusual to board a plane with
several new friends that I’ve made while waiting because
I’ve decided to enjoy myself. I view conversations with
strangers as a way to engage throughout my day.

MakMakee aa popointint ttoo uunnccoverover tthehe beabeautyuty ooftftenen ffouounndd benbeneateathh tthehe

susurfrfaacce oe of stf stoorieriess

aannd td the dhe detetails sails shaharred wited with yh you.ou.

Be in thBe in the Me Momomenent at at Yt Your Joour Jobb

What would it feel like to fully participate in whatever
you’re doing, wherever you are in your life, even if the
circumstance is temporary? For example, a woman I’ll call
Sheila, was offered a new job as an assistant manager, and
was told that she would be promoted to manager the

Seize Your Life
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following year. Sheila decided that since her new position
was temporary, she’d put a limit on how much she was
willing to do. After all, she knew that she was management
material, and her promotion was right around the corner.
While she did an outstanding job performing the duties of
an assistant manager—she was pleasant to work with, and
she completed all the tasks asked of her—she was never
quite as engaged as she could be. When invited by other
assistant managers to activities outside of work, she saw
it as a waste of her time. She’d planned be an assistant
manager for only a year, after all. Why should she bond
with folks she wouldn’t be working with permanently?
Sheila fell into a common trap. By not building a
relationship with those colleagues, she missed the
opportunity to get the most from her present
circumstance. She focused so much on her next job
position, which actually took longer than a year to
materialize, she missed what her current position had to
offer.

TThinkhink aboutabout itit:: aarree ttherheree oopppoporturtunitienitiess inin yyouourr cucurrrrentent

circircucumstmstaannccee

tthathat yyouou’’rree mismissingsing becbecaaususee yyouou’’rree ttoooo ffocusocuseded oonn wwhat’hat’ss

haphappening npening neextxt??

Be in thBe in the Me Momomenent wit with Yth Your Four Familamily any and Fd Fririenendd

There are plenty of reasons why we don’t fully engage, and

Jasmine Brett Stringer
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we all do it. Our relationship with technology is perhaps
the biggest reason we fail to be in the moment with our
family and friends. We live in an age where we are
constantly connected through electronics and at times our
electronic connections take priority over our human-to-
human connections and prevent us from truly engaging
with our friends and family. Television is no longer the
only electronic vying for our attention, now we have to
contend with individual pursuits like email, social media,
videos games, music and the never ending pulls of work
that are easily accessible and that find a way to keep us
from being in the moment with our family and friends.
Most American families are starved true quality time in
which family members are fully engaged. I’ve also heard
countless stories about children whose families move
frequently, and how, after a while, they don’t even try to
make friends or connect with the community because they
know they’ll be moving again.

IIt’t’s ns noormal trmal to try to try to ao anticipatnticipate we what’hat’s gs gooing ting to hapo happen npen neextxt,,

but sbut seizing yeizing youour lifr life me meaeans dns deciding teciding to do dedicedicatate ye youourrsseelflf

tto wo wherhere ye you aou arre rige right nht nowow..

Fully engaging allows us to connect and build
relationships with those around and with our community.
Connection to others is a primal human desire and we
can’t fully engage if we’re constantly electronically

Seize Your Life
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connected or if we’re unable to enjoy our present life
stance.

CCaarpe Dirpe Diem Guiem Guiddeelinlines to Fes to Fullully Eny Engagaggee

• Assess the areas where you know you aren’t fully
engaged. Decide where you need to take action, and
where you need to let it go.

• Make a point each day to focus on one of the areas
where you need to take action, and fully devote your
attention to that specific area (i.e., a conversation with a
friend, preparing dinner, or spending time with a loved
one doing his or her favorite activity).

• The next time you notice yourself becoming
preoccupied with the future, stop and remind yourself
of what’s happening in the moment, and why you’re
grateful for it.

Jasmine Brett Stringer
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4

SEEKSEEK AAUTHENTICUTHENTIC
COCONNECTIONNECTIONSNS

Connection is the energy that is created between people when

they feel seen, heard, and valued–when they can give and receive

without judgment. –Brenè Brown

I live in Minneapolis, a city with a reputation for being
challenging for transplants like myself to make long-term
friendships with the natives. Many Minnesotans remain
close with their childhood friends, so that they don’t
always put emphasis on creating new friendships. I’m not
a shy person, and I personally enjoy making new friends,
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but when I moved to Minneapolis, I had to put forth more
effort to make connections than I had in any other city.

I learned a lot in the process. Before, I hadn’t paid much
attention to how I connected with people and places. Now,
charged with constantly being proactive, I was really
beginning to take note of how and why my interactions
occurred; it was fascinating to see all the new
opportunities that those intentional connections created.
You can’t choose your family, but you can choose your
friends, and I found that if you put in genuine effort, you
can choose some great ones, and they really do make the
world a better place.

StoriStories Bines Bind Usd Us

Perhaps it’s because I’m an only child, an extrovert, and
the daughter of “older parents,” but I get a major thrill
making new connections—it’s definitely one of the ways
I Carpe Diem throughout my day. But over the years, I
have had to come to terms with the fact that I’m not good
at remembering names. I’d cringe when someone I’d met
previously would recognize me and call me by name, but I
wouldn’t know his. After some time, I realized that while
I might not be good at remembering names, I always
remembered stories.

StStoorieries as arre we wherhere ye you cou caan finn find yd youour cr coonnnnectioection tn to a pero a perssoon,n,

Jasmine Brett Stringer
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aannd even td even to a no a new dew deestinatiostination.n.

So whenever I would get overwhelmed with the idea of
having to create new friendships or bond with a new place,
I would instead, focus on going on a treasure hunt for
stories. Most of my friends, I’ve met by way of exchanging
stories. I believe that our stories truly do bind us, and
that connection is born from a mutual understanding that
we’re all in this together. My introverted friends would
find that putting in the genuine effort to create authentic
connections is an essential part of their lives. They might
not enjoy large parties, blind dates, or networking events,
but they enjoy the spontaneity of a walk around the lake
on a brisk fall evening, as well as the right opportunity to
share their story over a cup of chamomile.

HoHow Aw Authuthenentitic Cc Connonnecectitions Haons Happpenpen

Unfortunately, when trying to build relationships both
personal and professional, we often miss the mark because
we over-complicate the process. We think connections
come from dinner invitations, coffee dates, and joint
outings that either lead to yet a deeper connection or fizzle
out entirely. In reality, the most authentic connections
often happen in reverse. After establishing common
ground (most often through sharing stories), and going
deep in the beginning, the bonding over a meal or coffee

Seize Your Life
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happens organically. In this scenario, we’re not “courting”
a friend to figure out if we want him or her in our lives.
No, we’re deciding at the first story swap that we share
a connection so our interactions thereafter are about
learning and growing together. It can be scary.

There’s risk in peeling back the layers of your soul, and
bearing it before strangers. We all remember the feeling of
being the last kid chosen for the kickball team, or having a
close friend who compromises our trust. Seizing your life
is a blast when you have friends who are also seizing their
lives.

• Are you surrounded by friends who know you
intimately, and who call you out when you’re not being
authentic?

• Are you consciously surrounding yourself with people
and experiences that add dimension, perspective, and
insight to your life?

TThehe oopppoporturtunitynity ffoorr aaututhentichentic ccoonnnnectioectionsns inin yyouourr liflifee lieliess inin yyouourr

willingnwillingneessss

tto be vulo be vulnnererababllee, a, annd td to oo openlpenly sy shaharre ye youour er exxperienperiencceess——

even teven the ohe onnees ys you hoou holld cd clloosse te to to the che chehestst..

WWitithin frienhin friendsdshiphips lies lies os onne oe of liff life’e’s ultimats ultimate gifte giftss..

Jasmine Brett Stringer
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CCaarperpe DiDiemem GuiGuiddeelinlineses toto SeeSeekk AAuthuthenentiticc
CConnonnecectitionsons

• Contemplate whether you over-complicate the process
of making new connections.

• Make the commitment to offer a personal story in your
first conversation with a new connection.

• Pick one day a month to follow up with existing
important connections in your life.

• Visit one place that you haven’t yet seen in your city or
town. Journal the experience and reflect on what you
loved most about it.

Seize Your Life
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5

ALLOALLOWW FORFOR FLEXIBILITYFLEXIBILITY
ANDAND EMBRAEMBRACECE CHANGECHANGE

The only way to make sense out of change is to plunge into it,

move with it, and join the dance. –Alan W. Watts

Plans change, people change, expectations change, and
routines change, and often, our pain comes from our
inability to be flexible through change. This can be very
difficult, since change is the only certainty in the world
today, and the frequency with which things change
increases daily. It seems that the more things change, the
more we’re tempted to keep things the same—the
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familiarity of our comfort zones is a tough animal to fight.
And yet, truly seizing your life requires openness and
more: rolling with the punches to get the most life has to
offer. Have you ever noticed how you can’t get to the next
exhilarating chapter of your life without letting go of the
current one.

TToo trultrulyy sseizeizee yyouourr liflifee,, yyouou mmustust bebe oopenpen ttoo rroollinglling witwithh tthehe

pupunncchehess;;

tthat’hat’s how ys how you gou get tet the mhe moost tst that lifhat life has te has to oo offfferer..

My mother modeled the importance of allowing for
flexibility and embracing change. Growing up, it was my
responsibility to write our annual friends and family
letter, and I often found myself writing, “My mom has
reinvented herself again, and is now doing something
entirely different.” Throughout my childhood, my mom
enjoyed careers as a flight attendant, a real estate agent,
public school teacher, business consultant, and, most
recently, an entrepreneur. Her ability to reinvent herself
professionally through the years, due to corporate
restructuring, as well as the evolution of her interests or
our family’s needs, taught me to embrace change.

Being flBeing fleexibxiblle ae annd cd coomfmfoortrtabablle wite with ch chahangnge pe prrovidovidees peas peaccee

in tin the phe prreessent ment moommentent..

Just like I know that it’s uncomfortable to throw caution
to the wind; that’s why we start with the little things. Add

Seize Your Life
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intentional routine-changing practices to your every day.
Instead of driving to work the same way, take another
route. Instead of leaning on your comfortable evening
activities, shake things up on purpose. Order something
different from your favorite restaurant next time. Resist
the urge to settle into a “norm” that doesn’t challenge,
stimulate, or demand your joy day to day.

TTryry tthishis:: AAdddd intintentioentionalnal rroutinoutine-ce-chahangingnging pprraacticcticeess ttoo yyouourr everyevery

dadayy

CCaarperpe DiDiemem GuiGuiddeelinlineses toto AllAllooww fforor FlFleexixibilibilityty anandd
EmEmbrabrace Chance Changgee

• Ask yourself, “Is flexibility tough for me? And if so,
why?”

• Do one thing this week that is completely outside of
your routine.

• Journal a recent instance when being flexible positively
impacted an outcome, even though it felt
uncomfortable.

Jasmine Brett Stringer
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